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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a new class of queueing networks called arrival rst
networks. We characterise its transition rates and derive the relationship between
arrival rules, linear partial balance equations, and product form stationary distri-
butions. This model is motivated by production systems operating under a kanban
protocol. In contrast with the conventional departure rst networks, where a tran-
sition is initiated by service completion of items at the originating nodes that are
subsequently routed to the destination nodes (push system), in an arrival rst net-
work a transition is initiated by the destination nodes of the items and subsequently
those items are processed at and removed from the originating nodes (pull system).
These are similar to the push and pull systems in manufacturing systems.
Our characterisation provides necessary and sucient conditions for the network
to possess linear trac equations, and sucient conditions for the network to have
a product form stationary distribution. We apply our results to networks operating
under a kanban mechanism and characterise the rate at which items are pulled as
well as the routing and blocking protocols that give rise to a product form stationary
distribution.
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades important new approaches have appeared in operations planning and
control of production systems. Among these are materials requirements planning (MRP),
kanban or just-in-time (JIT), and optimized production technology (OPT), see e.g. [7].
These innovative methods have changed the practice not only in manufacturing industries,
but also in the service sectors. In contrast with these rapid developments, stochastic
models used in operations research for analysing performance of these new methods have
not reached a standard similar to that developed for classical production systems. This
paper is motivated by and presents a stochastic model for kanban production systems.
Consider a production facility consisting of multiple machines or work stations. Raw
parts arrive at the facility requiring operations at multiple stations, one after another.
In the classical approach, work is driven by the availability of parts. A job starts upon
arrival of the required parts, and when a job completes processing at one station, it is
transferred to the buer or queue of the next station. This procedure is referred to as a
push system: jobs are pushed from one machine into the buer of the next machine; the
completion epochs of the job are dependent on their arrival epochs at the stations.
In contrast with push systems, under the kanban protocol the arrival epoch of a job
at a station is determined by the desired completion epoch at that station. At each
work station only those subcomponents that have been requested at the next stage of
production are produced. This procedure is referred to as pull system: a work station
pulls subcomponents from the previous stage on the route of a job; operations occur as
they are needed or demanded. For example, when a worker on a production line begins
drawing from a new bin, he removes the label (kanban in Japanese) from the bin and
routes it back to the supplying work station, where it serves as an order for a new bin of
parts. An important advantage of the kanban or just-in-time protocol, over the classical
approach, is the reduction of inventory kept at the work stations. Additional advantages of
the just-in-time protocol, such as increased flexibility and better quality of the production
facility, are perhaps more related to a change in attitude when working under the JIT
environment.
For push systems, the conventional class of queueing networks with tractable (e.g.,
product form) solution for their stationary distribution has been successfully used for
performance analysis, e.g., Jackson networks [15] and BCMP networks [1]. In this respect
partial balance equations have contributed to the development of a unied approach. The
classical partial balance equations underlying networks of the Jackson type, see e.g. [20],
have been generalized to capture other phenomena, such as batch routing (e.g. [6, 13, 18]),
and networks with signals and negative customers (see e.g. [10]). The common feature
of these networks is that a transition of the network is initiated by (a batch of) items
departing from the nodes of the network. In the second step of the transition the items
are routed to their destination nodes. In what follows we will refer to these networks as
departure rst networks. For obvious reasons departure rst networks and arrival rst
networks can also be referred to as push networks and pull networks.
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Due to the success of departure rst queueing network models for performance analysis
of classical job-shops and computer communication systems, models of the BCMP type
have also been applied for the analysis of pull systems (e.g., [11, 19]). The processing
of a job in [19] is initiated by service completions, i.e., by a push approach. The pull
behaviour is modelled by assuming the network to be closed, which triggers an arrival to
the network upon a service completion resulting in the departure of a job from the system.
This is referred to as a constant work-in-progress strategy as the total number of jobs
present in the system is constant. The stochastic model of the present paper avoids this
assumption and enables implementation of pull behaviour at each station of the system.
Almost all the research eort to evaluate pull systems using push networks resulted in
analytically intractable solutions, and decomposition approximations are usually utilized
for performance evaluation.
Networks with a transition structure complementary to those of Jackson type networks
were rst introduced in [2]. In these networks a transition is initiated by (a batch of) items
arriving at the nodes, followed by departures from the nodes. This can be interpreted
as items being pulled out of the nodes by the destination node. This general class of
networks will be referred to as arrival rst networks, and was used to model production
systems operating under a just-in-time protocol in [3]. The aim of the present paper is to
provide a complete characterisation of the structure of arrival rst networks.
At rst sight, departure rst and arrival rst networks with batch routing show similar
behaviour. In fact, by allowing batches to become negative, the departure rst network
of [13] seems to transform into an arrival rst network. This, however, is only part of
the picture. By allowing batches to become negative the order in which the transition
takes place is altered, which may considerably influence the boundary behaviour of the
network, and results in a state dependent routing process.
In this paper we use a framework similar to that used in [18], also see [6, 8, 13, 17],
to study arrival rst networks. We obtain necessary and sucient conditions for a closed
form stationary distribution and a characterisation of the corresponding arrival rule for
arrival rst networks. Moreover, we provide a detailed study of product form preserving
blocking protocols for these networks. Finally these results are applied to study kanban
production systems.
This paper aims at developing an understanding of arrival rst networks that might
enable theoretical results similar to those for classical networks, and is organized as follows.
After the general mathematical formulation in the next section, as a rst step towards a
complete characterisation, Section 3 further develops the notion of backward local balance
rst introduced in [2], and provides a general characterisation of arrival rules resulting
in backward local balance equations. The special cases of product form solutions are
discussed in Section 4. Product form preserving blocking protocols are investigated in
Section 5, where the results of the paper are applied to obtain closed form expressions for
the stationary distribution of manufacturing systems with nite queues operating under
kanban production protocols.
3
2 Model Description
This section lays down the framework for arrival rst networks.
Consider a continuous-time queueing network consisting of N nodes with I types of
items. Let Xt(j; u) be the number of type u items in node j at time t, and dene
Xt(j) = (Xt(j; 1); Xt(j; 2); : : : ; Xt(j; I))
for each node j, j = 1; : : : ; N . The state of the network at time t is then given by
Xt = (Xt(1); : : : ;Xt(N)):
Let S contain all admissible states of the queueing network, S  f0; 1; 2; : : :g. An element
n 2 S is referred to as a network state.
Let fXt; t  0g be the stochastic process with state space S recording the state of
the queueing network; Xt makes a transition each time the network changes its state.
The type of an item may change as the item transfers from one node to another. Assume
that Xt is regular and left-continuous in t. The network changes its state with rate (n)
when X t = n. Denote the instants of the state changes by (k), k = 1; 2;   , and let
(0) = 0. At each (k), there are associated arrivals and departures. The arrival and
departure processes are dened in terms of the random vectors:
Ak = (Ak(0);Ak(1);Ak(2); : : : ;Ak(N));
Dk = (Dk(0);Dk(1);Dk(2); : : : ;Dk(N));
where Ak(0) and Dk(0) are the number of items arriving to and departing from the outside
at time (k), respectively, and
Ak(i) = (Ak(i; 1); Ak(i; 2); : : : ; Ak(i; I));
Dk(i) = (Dk(i; 1); Dk(i; 2); : : : ; Dk(i; I)); i = 1; : : : ; N;
where Ak(i; u) and Dk(i; u) are the number of type u items arriving to and departing from
node i at time (k), respectively. The random vectors fAkg and fDkg are assumed to
take values in space A  ZZNI+ . Note that Ak(0) is the total number of the departures
from the network, while Dk(0) is the total number of the arrivals to the network. For
a 2 A, dene the operator + as the operator deleting the rst element of a, i.e.,
a+ = (a(1); : : : ;a(N))
for
a = (a(0);a(1); : : : ;a(N)):
Thus, for example, A+k describes the arrivals at nodes in the network at the k-th instant
of state changes.
The evolution of the network is determined by the relation between fAkg, fDkg,
and the network state X(k). To this end, two alternative dynamics can be formulated,
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depending on the sequence according to which events take place. These dynamics will be
referred to as arrival rst and departure rst dynamics.
Denition 2.1 (Arrival rst dynamics). Under arrival rst dynamics, at transition
epoch (k), rst batch arrivals occur, then batch departures are triggered. For initial
state X0, the network states are recursively determined by
X(k+1) = (X(k) +A+k )−D+k ; k  0: (1)
The following stochastic assumptions determine the dynamics of the network.
(2.1.1) The arrival vector Ak, given X(k) and the history of the process up to time (k),
depends on X(k) only. This conditional arrival probability is denoted by
b(n;a) = PfAk = ajX(k) = ng:
(2.1.2) At time (k), the departure vector Dk depends on X(k) and Ak only. The
conditional departure probability is denoted by
ra((n;a); (n0;a0)) = PfX(k+1) = n0;Dk = a0jX(k) = n;Ak = ag:
In ra((n;a); (n0;a0)) the state n0  n + a+ − (a0)+ is included only for convenience of
notation. We will further assume that ra((n;a); (n0;a0)) > 0 only if b(n;a) > 0 and
jaj = ja0j, where
jaj = a(0) +
NX
j=1
IX
u=1
a(j; u);
i.e., items cannot be lost in a transition.
The functions b and ra are respectively referred to as arrival function and routing
function or probability as they describe the probability for a batch arrival a and the
probability that an arriving batch a is routed to generate a departure batch a0, respec-
tively. Under the arrival rst dynamics fXtg is a Markov process with transition rates
qS given by
qS(n;n0) =
X
a0;a
(n)b(n;a)ra((n;a); (n0;a0)); n;n0 2 S : (2)
Remark 2.2. The arrival and departure vectors Ak and Dk are indexed by k only.
Therefore, the Markov chain embedded at transition epochs has properties similar to
fXtg. This discrete-time Markov chain can also be obtained by setting (n) = 1 and
redening Xk = X(k). As a consequence, our results also go through for discrete-time
models.
In the standard formulation of a queueing network, at each transition epoch rst
items are served and leave the nodes, and then these items route among the nodes. This
formulation is presented in the following denition.
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Denition 2.3 (Departure rst dynamics). Under departure rst dynamics, at a
transition epoch (k) rst batch departures occur, and then batch arrivals are triggered.
For initial state X0, the network states are recursively determined by
X(k+1) = (X(k) −D+k ) +A+k ; k  0: (3)
The following stochastic assumptions determine the dynamics of the network.
(2.2.1) The conditional probability of Dk, given X(k) and the history of the process up
to time (k), depends only on the network state X(k), i.e.,
d(n;a) = PfDk = ajX(k) = ng:
(2.2.2) The arrival vector Ak depends on X(k) and Dk only:
rd((n;a); (n0;a0)) = PfX(k+1) = n0;Ak = a0jX(k) = n;Dk = ag;
where
n0  n− a+ + (a0)+;
jaj = ja0j:
It is assumed that rd((n;a); (n0;a0)) vanishes unless d(n;a) > 0.
Remark 2.4. To avoid possible confusion, the suxes a and d are added to the routing
functions for the arrival and departure rst networks, respectively. We remark that the
routing functions are dierent even when they describe the same model (see Example 2.5
below).
We illustrate our notation using the network of [2, 3].
Example 2.5. Consider a network with N nodes, a single type (i.e. I = 1), and transition
rates
qS(n;n+ e+j − e+i ) =
Ψ(n+ e+j )
(n)
pi;j(n+ e+j ); i; j = 0; : : : ; N; (4)
where ej is the vector of zeros with a 1 in the j-th position, Ψ and pi;j for each i; j are
arbitrary nonnegative functions on S, and  is an arbitrary positive function on S. In
this network single items move at once, similar to Jackson networks. Dene
γ(n; ej) =
NX
i=0
pi;j(n):
The rates qS of (4) are obtained by dening , b and ra as
(n) =
NX
i=0
Ψ(n+ e+i )
(n)
γ(n+ e+i ; ei) ;
b(n; ej) =
Ψ(n+ e+j )γ(n+ e
+
j ; ej)
(n)(n)
;
ra((n; ej); (n+ e+j − e+i ; ei)) =
pi;j(n+ e+j )
γ(n+ e+j ; ej)
:
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Observe that (n) is used to ensure that both b and ra are well-dened probabilities.
Thus, the model is formulated as an arrival rst network.
Alternatively, the network can be formulated under departure rst dynamics. To this
end, dene
γ^(n; ei) =
NX
j=0
Ψ(n+ e+j )pi;j(n+ e
+
j ):
The transition rates (5) under departure rst dynamics are then obtained by setting
(n) =
NX
i=0
γ^(n; ei)
(n)
;
d(n; ei) =
γ^(n; ei)
(n)(n)
;
rd((n; ei); (n+ e+j − e+i ; ej)) =
Ψ(n+ e+j )pi;j(n+ e
+
j )
γ^(n; ei)
:
As we shall see in the next section, for this example the arrival rst network formulation
is convenient to nd a tractable stationary distribution.
The following remark further discusses the relationship between departure rst and
arrival rst dynamics as well as their relationships with early and late arrival formulations
for discrete-time queueing networks.
Remark 2.6. Consider a network in which batch departures fDkg and batch arrivals
fAkg alternate. Let
fY k;Ak; ~Y k;Dkg
denote the state of the network, where Y k denotes the state of the network just before an
arrival, and ~Y k denotes the state of the network just before a departure. The evolution
of the early arrival process fY kg, and the late arrival process f ~Y kg is described by the
recursions
Y k+1 = Y k +Ak −Dk; (5)
~Y k+1 = ~Y k −Dk +Ak+1: (6)
These recursions do not involve the probabilistic relation between the network states and
the arrival and departure batches. Additional assumptions on the arrival and departure
sequences are required for the network processes fY kg and f ~Y kg to be Markovian. In
particular, assuming that the network under dynamics (5) satises the assumptions of
Denition 2.1, and is therefore a Markov chain, the network under dynamics (6) will, in
general, not be a Markov chain as the transition probability from ~Y k to ~Y k+1 generally
also depends on Ak. For more discussion on early and late arrival queueing network
models the reader is referred to [10, Chapter 12].
In the following we concentrate on arrival rst queueing networks. We derive condi-
tions under which the model has linear trac equations. The same models are generally
non-linear under the departure rst network formulation. The results are derived by
analogy with, but are complementary to, the results of [18].
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3 Linear Trac Model
With the assumptions in Section 2,Xt is a Markov chain with state space S and transition
rates qS given in (2). However, as in [18] for the case of departure rst networks, for
obtaining a characterisation of the arrival rule, in this paper we deal with a more detailed
Markov chain f(Dk(t);Xt)g, where
k(t) = supf‘  1j(‘) < tg;
with transition rates:
q((a;n); (a0;n0)) = (n)b(n;a00)ra((n;a00); (n0;a0));
where, for a feasible transition, the arrival vector a00 is uniquely determined by
(a00)+ = n0 + (a0)+ −n;
ja00j = ja0j:
Assume that f(Dk(t);Xt)g has a stationary distribution q. Then q satises the global
balance equations
q(a;n)(n) =
X
a0;n0
q(a0;n0)(n0)b(n0;a00)ra((n0;a00); (n;a)): (7)
Let  be the marginal distribution of the state n:
(n) =
X
a
q(a;n): (8)
We now develop local balance equations for  and give necessary and sucient condi-
tions for  to be the stationary distribution of fXtg. Note that by (7), (8)X
n0;a0
(n0)(n0)b(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a)) = q(a;n)(n): (9)
Hence, by (8) and (9), ra and b
 dened as
ra((n;a); (n
0;a0)) =
(n0)(n0)b(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a))
q(a;n)(n)
; (10)
b(n;a) =
q(a;n)
(n)
; (11)
are proper probability distributions. For all a;a0 2 A, and n0 = n+a+− (a0)+, we have
that
(n0)(n0)b(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a)) = (n)(n)b(n;a)ra((n;a); (n
0;a0)): (12)
Let f(Ak(t)+1;Xt )g represent the network process with arrival function b and routing
function ra. Then fXtg has arrival rst dynamics. Kelly’s Lemma [16, Section 1.7] implies
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that  is the stationary distribution of both Xt and Xt. By analogy with [18, Lemma 2]
it can also be shown that f(Ak(t)+1;Xt )g is the time-reversed process of f(Dk(t);Xt)g.
Adding up (12) for all n0;a0 gives
(n)(n)b(n;a) =
X
n0;a0
(n0)(n0)b(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a)): (13)
The left hand side of (13) represents the rate out of state n due to an arrival of batch a
in the time-reversed process, and the right hand side represents the rate into state n due
to a batch departure a in the original process. In particular, if b = b, then we have
(n)(n)b(n;a) =
X
a0
(n0)(n0)b(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a))1[n0 = n+a+−(a0)+]; (14)
where the indicator 1[n0 = n + a+ − (a0)+] is added to emphasize the relation between
the states n, n0 and the batches a;a0. This is a kind of partial balance for , stating that
in steady state the rate out of state n due to arrivals of batch a equals the rate into the
same state n due to departures of batch a. For the network of Example 2.5, [2] studied
this kind of local balance equations, and called them backward local balance equations.
In contrast, in partial balance as discussed in the queueing network literature, ar-
rivals and departures are interchanged in the above interpretation. Those partial balance
equations are obtained under the departure rst dynamics and read
d(n)(n)d(n;a) =
X
a0
d(n0)(n0)d(n0;a0)rd((n0;a0); (n;a))1[n0 = n− a+ + (a0)+];
(15)
balancing for each state n the rate out due to departure of batch a with the rate into n
due to arrival of batch a. Local balance (15) is called group local balance in [6, 18].
A transition in (14) is initiated by the arrival of a batch, and not by the departure of
a batch as in group local balance (15). Therefore, one could state that the transitions are
oriented backwards. We will refer to (14) as backward group local balance.
The equation (14) is linear and purely dependent on the routing function, so it can
also be regarded as a linear trac equation concerning each batch a under state n:
^(n;a) =
X
n0;a0
^(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a)); (16)
where
^(n;a) = (n)(n)b(n;a):
Solving (16) is equivalent to nding the stationary measure for the routing probabilities.
For this purpose, let us assume that the Markov chain with transition probabilities ra
can be classied into recurrent subclasses, i.e., it has no transient state. Under this
assumption, the state space S A is decomposed into recurrent subspaces of the form
Uj ;m = f(n;a)jn+ a+ = j; jaj = mg;
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for each j and non-negative number m. Note that Uj ;m is a nite set, that may be divided
further into irreducible subsets. Let hn;ai be a representative element in each irreducible
subset containing state (n;a), and denote this irreducible subset by Vhn;ai. Clearly, there
exists a positive stationary measure on Vhn;ai. By collecting these measures, we obtain a
stationary measure for the routing function ra. Let 0 be such a solution, determined up
to a multiplicative constant on each subset Vhn;ai, i.e.,
0(n;a) =
X
n0;a0
0(n0;a0)ra((n0;a0); (n;a)): (17)
Remark 3.1. A similar construction was employed in [6, 18] for departure rst networks.
In these references the recurrent subspaces are dened as
Udj ;m = f(n;a)jn− a+ = j; jaj = mg:
Comparison of Uj ;m and U
d
j;m shows that the base state for a transition from state n to
state n0 = n−a+ +(a0)+ of the departure rst network is n−a+, whereas for the arrival
rst networks the base state is n + a+. This is the main dierence between group local
balance (15) and backward group local balance (14).
The proof of the following result is similar to that of [18, Theorem 3], hence we will
only provide a sketch of the proof and refer the reader to that paper for further details.
Theorem 3.2. For the arrival rst queueing networks dened by (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), if
there exists a stationary distribution , then the following three conditions are equivalent.
(a) b = b.
(b) The backward group local balance equation (14) is satised.
(c) The routing function ra is recurrent, and the arrival rate function (n)b(n;a) has
the form
(n)b(n;a) =
Ψ(hn;ai)0(n;a)
(n)
;
where Ψ and  are arbitrary nonnegative and positive functions, respectively, and
0(n;a) is the solution of trac equation (17), which exists by the recurrence of ra.
Conversely, suppose (c) is satised without assuming the existence of . Then, there
always exists a stationary measure for the transition rate function q. In particular, if
C0 =
X
n;a
Ψ(hn;ai)0(n;a)=(n) <1;
then fXtg and f(Dk(t);Xt)g have stationary distributions
(n) = C−10 (n); n 2 S;
q(a;n) = C−10 Ψ(hn;ai)0(n;a)=(n); (a;n) 2 A S;
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and  satises backward group local balance (14).
Proof. Equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from (13) and (14). Equivalence of (b) and (c)
follows from (17) and (14) and observing that Ψ(hn;ai) is a constant at each Vhn;ai.
The reversed statement follows by insertion of  and (c) in the backward group local
balance equations. Then (c) and (a) are again equivalent, and q(a;n) is obtained as
(n)b(n;a), but can also be obtained from (7).
Remark 3.3. From the denition of Vhn;ai we obtain that
Vhn;ai  Un+a+;jaj = f(n0;a0)jn0 + (a0)+ = n+ a+ and jaj = ja0jg:
A possible choice for Ψ is
Ψ(hn;a)i = g(n+ a+);
for some arbitrarily given non-negative function g, resulting in a typical arrival rate func-
tion
(n)b(n;a) =
g(n+ a+)0(n;a)
(n)
: (18)
A slightly more general form of the arrival rate function is
(n)b(n;a) =
g(n+ a+; jaj)0(n;a)
(n)
; (19)
for arbitrary non-negative function g on SZZ+. Observe the role of the base state n+a+
in these arrival rate functions.
Example 3.4. Let us apply Theorem 3.2 to the network of Example 2.5, where
(n)b(n; ej) =
Ψ(n+ e+j )γ(n+ e
+
j ; ej)
(n)
:
By Remark 3.3, this arrival rate function leads to a linear trac equation (17) if and only
if there exist functions H and K such that
0(n; ej)  H(n)K(n+ e+j )γ(n+ e+j ; ej)
is a stationary measure of the routing function ra given in Example 2.5, that is,
H(n)K(n+ e+j )γ(n+ e
+
j ; ej)
=
NX
i=0
H(n+ e+j − e+i )K(n+ e+j )γ(n+ e+j ; ei)ra((n+ e+j − e+i ; ei); (n; ej)) :
Substituting ra shows that H must satisfy
H(n)
NX
i=0
pi;j(n+ e+j ) =
NX
i=0
H(n+ e+j − e+i )pj;i(n+ e+j ) : (20)
In this case, the stationary distribution is given by
(n) = C−1(n)H(n) : (21)
Thus we obtain the result of [2, Theorem 3.1].
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4 Product Form Solutions
Theorem 3.2 species the form of arrival rules for a linear trac equation (17). The form
of the arrival rule depends on 0, the solution of this trac equation. This dependency
is not desired in applications. In many interesting cases, the eect of 0 can be removed.
In this section we consider classes of queueing networks with a product form stationary
distribution. We will specify 0 step by step and give its implications on the arrival rule.
Consider the case that there exists a solution 0 of the form
0(n;a) = ~(n)!0(a(0))!1(a+); (22)
such that !1 is an exponential function, i.e.,
!1(n1 + n2) = !1(n1)!1(n2):
Then it is easily checked that 0 solves the trac equations (17) if and only if
(n) = ~(n)=!1(n)
satises
(n)!0(a(0)) =
X
a0
(n0)!0(a0(0))ra((n0;a0); (n;a))1[n0 = n+ a+ − (a0)+]: (23)
We now specify the arrival rule under assumption (23). The eect of 0 is eliminated from
the arrival rule, and (as in Example 3.4) absorbed in the stationary distribution.
Theorem 4.1. Consider a arrival rst queueing network. If trac equation (23) has
solution , then (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.2 are each equivalent to the existence of a
non-negative function Ψ and a positive function  such that the arrival rule is given by
(n)b(n;a) =
Ψ(hn;ai)!0(a(0))
(n)
: (24)
The stationary distribution satises backward group local balance (14) and is given by
(n) = C−1(n)(n); n 2 S; (25)
where C is the normalization constant. In addition, if !0 is also exponential, then !0 can
be canceled from (24), i.e., (a) and (b) are equivalent to the existence of Ψ and  such
that
(n)b(n;a) =
Ψ(hn;ai)
(n)
: (26)
For this arrival rule the stationary distribution  is given by
(n) = C−1(n)(n)!0(jnj); n 2 S: (27)
Proof. If  solves (23) then (from the discussion preceding the theorem) there exists an
exponential function !1 such that
(n) = ~(n)=!1(n)
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and for which 0(n;a) specied in (22) satises (17). Thus, invoking the exponentiality
of !1,
0(n;a) = ~(n)!0(a(0))!1(n+ a+)=!1(n):
Introducing a nonnegative ~Ψ and a positive ~ the arrival rate function of Theorem 3.2 (c)
can be expressed as
(n)b(n;a) =
~Ψ(hn;ai)0(n;a)
~(n)
=
~Ψ(hn;ai)!1(n+ a+)
~(n)!1(n)=~(n)
!0(a(0)) =
Ψ(hn;ai)
(n)
!0(a(0));
where
(n) = ~(n)!1(n)=~(n)
Ψ(hn;ai) = ~Ψ(hn;ai)!1(n+ a+);
observing that n + a+ 2 Vhn;ai. Thus, from Theorem 3.2 (c) we obtain that (24) is
equivalent to both (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.2.
When !0 is also exponential
!0(a(0)) = !0(jnj)=!0(jnj − a(0)):
Since
jn+ a+j = jnj+ jaj − a(0);
the term !(jnj − a(0)) can be incorporated in Ψ.
The stationary distributions obtained in Theorem 4.1 are a product of a routing part
, determined by the trac equations, and an arrival part , obtained from the arrival
rule. Let us now assume that the solution of the trac equation (23) is exponential, i.e.,
there exist 1; : : : ; N such that, for some constant c,
(a)!0(a(0)) = c
NY
i=0
1

a(i)
i
:
The trac equation (23) implies that the i’s satisfy the following trac equation
NY
i=0

a(i)
i =
X
a0
NY
i=0

a0(i)
i ra((n
0;a0); (n;a)); a 2 A; n;n0 2 S: (28)
With this solution, the stationary distribution is given by
(n) = C−1(n)
NY
i=1
1

n(i)
i
; n 2 S: (29)
Thus we obtain a product form expression for the stationary distribution. In the special
case that the routing function is state independent,
ra((n0;a0); (n;a)) = ra(a0;a);
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the trac equation becomes
NY
i=0

a(i)
i =
X
a0
NY
i=0

a0(i)
i ra(a
0;a): (30)
Observe that !0(jnj) can be included in (n). We summarize these results in the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2. If the arrival rule takes the form (26), and if the trac equation (23)
has solution
QN
i=0 
a(i)
i such that C =
P
n(n)
QN
i=1 
−n(i)
i < 1, then the stationary
distribution of the network is of product form (30).
The above result implies that a product form solution for the trac equation translates
to a product form solution for the stationary distribution of the network. Comparison
with the analog for departure rst networks shows that the stationary distribution involves
the reciprocal of the solution to the trac equation. In particular, a solution i > 1 of
the trac equation is desired for the stability of the arrival rst networks.
5 Application
In this section, we model the kanban production system as a pull network and apply our
results in earlier sections to analyze it. These networks are shown to have linear trac
equation under suitable blocking protocols adopted from the kanban protocol implemented
in production systems. For simplicity of presentation, we restrict ourselves to the case of
a single product type.
5.1 Kanban production
Consider a production facility consisting of multiple machines or work stations. Raw parts
arrive at the facility requiring operations at multiple stages, one stage after another. In
the classical approach, work is driven by the availability of parts. A job starts, if the
machine is available, upon arrival of the required parts, and when a job is completed at
one stage, it is placed in the buer or queue of the next stage. This procedure results in
a network with push dynamics. In contrast, under the kanban protocol the arrival epoch
of a job is determined by the request at the next stage. For example, when a worker on
a production line begins drawing from a new bin of parts, he removes the label (kanban
in Japanese) from the bin and routes it back to the supplying or upstream work station,
where it serves as an order for a new bin of parts. This bin of parts is then removed at
the upstream work station and routed to the downstream (requesting) work station. As a
consequence, routing of requests is initiated by the downstream station, and subsequently
the requested parts are provided by the upstream station and delivered at the downstream
station. With the state of the system recording the number of completed parts that is
present in the buers of the stations, this gives rise to a pull network.
To facilitate the description of the kanban protocol, we will rst consider a tandem
line in which batches have size 1 only. Consider a tandem production facility consisting of
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N single server stations, labelled i = 1; : : : ; N , in which items route among the stations in
increasing order. Let n be the state of the network, where n(i) is the number of items in
station i. Under kanban production, work is driven by requests for items generated at the
outside or at downstream stations. In particular, requests for completed items arrive from
the outside to station N , and the server at station j places requests for items at station
j− 1, j = N; : : : ; 1, where j = 0 denotes an outside supply of raw parts. When the server
at station j places a request at station j−1 this item is immediately taken from the buer
of station j − 1, and placed at the server of station j, j = 1; : : : ; N . Similarly, requests
for completed items arriving from the outside to station N are immediately satised from
the buer of station N . Thus the flow of items among the stations in increasing order
is driven by the stream of requests among the stations in decreasing order. The rate at
which requests are generated at the downstream stations determines the flow of items,
i.e., the system operates as a pull system. This mode of operation corresponds to kanban
production. When a worker on a production line begins working on an item (e.g., starts
drawing from a bin of parts), he places an order for a new bin of parts at the upstream
station. When the time the worker needs to complete the bin of parts is exponentially
distributed, requests are generated at exponentially distributed time intervals. Let (e(j))
denote the rate at which the worker at station j completes working on a bin of parts. Then
the worker will place orders at station j−1 at rate (e(j)), provided he is not idle due to
lack of parts (the production line is blocked), and therefore the rate at which items route
from station j − 1 to station j is (e(j)). Similarly, with (e(N)) denoting the rate at
which nished items are demanded by customers, the rate at which the buer of station
N is depleted is (e(N)).
Clearly, for the kanban protocol to function properly, when an item is requested from
the buer of station j, this item must actually be present in the buer. Otherwise the
production manager must take action, which results in blocking protocols which we will
illustrate in Section 5.3. Let us rst consider the generic behaviour of a kanban system
with batch routing.
In a general kanban system, the bin of parts required by a server or by the customers
might contain items from dierent stations. Let (n;a) denote the request rate for a
batch a of completed items when the network is in state n. This request is immediately
satised, and it places a(i) items at the buer of station i, i = 0; 1; : : : ; N , where i = 0 is
meant the request from the outside. Satisfying such a request needs items from the buer
of other stations, say a0(i) items are required from station i, including a0(0) raw parts
for i = 0. A fraction p(a;a0;n + a+) of batches a is produced using the batch a0. The
resulting rate at which the network produces a batch a satised by the requested batch
a0 is
q(a;a0;n+ a+) = (n;a)p(a;a0;n+ a+) (31)
resulting in a transition from state n to state n0  n+a+− (a0)+, provided that n0 2 S.
Note that for this network, the network state rst changes from n to base state n+ a+
and then changes from n+ a+ to n+ a+ − (a0)+, yielding an arrival rst network.
The following example illustrates the transition rates in a kanban system.
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Example 5.1. To illustrate these
rates, consider the part of a net-
work depicted in Figure 1. Re-
quests for a batch a(1) of completed
items are generated at station 1 at
rate (n; a(1)e1), where a(1)e1 =
(0; a(1); 0; 0; 0). To produce a(1)
parts at station 1, we require either
a0(2) parts from station 2 and a0(3)
parts from station 3, or just a0(4)
parts from station 4, which occurs
- -
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Figure 1.
with respective probabilities
p(a(1)e1; a0(2)e2 + a0(3)e3;n+ a(1)e1) and p(a(1)e1; a0(4)e4;n+ a(1)e1): Thus station 1
pulls parts from stations 2 and 3 with probability
p(a(1)e1; a0(2)e2 + a0(3)e3;n+ a(1)e1)
and from station 4 with probability
p(a(1)e1; a0(4)e4;n+ a(1)e1):
The transition rates for these events are
q(n;n+ a(1)e1 − a0(2)e2 − a0(3)e3) = (n; a(1)e1)p(a(1)e1; a0(2)e2 + a0(3)e3;n+ a(1)e1);
q(n;n+ a(1)e1 − a0(4)e4) = (n; a(1)e1)p(a(1)e1; a0(4)e4;n+ a(1)e1):
Note that the arrows in Figure 1 describe actual flows of items in the system, and that
requests for items are routed in the opposite direction. If this system has requests from
the outside, they can be described in a similar way. For instance, if there is a demand
for a(0) with rate (n; a(0)e0), and it is assembled by a(1) parts from station 1 with
probability p(a(0)e0; a(1)e1;n), this means that a(1) items are removed at the buer of
station 1 to satisfy the request, resulting in a state change n ! n − a(1)e1. Note that
this is not the same as a service completion at station 1, since (n; a(0)e0) is not the
departure rate at station 1.
The resulting network process has arrival rst dynamics, with
(n;a) = (n)b(n;a);
ra((n;a); (n0;a0)) = p(a;a0;n+ a);
but it does not have a linear trac equation. For a linear trac equation additional
assumptions handling empty stations must be imposed. To this end, in Section 5.3 below
we will take a closer look at the kanban protocol. First we consider arrival functions that
are consistent with arrival rst dynamics.
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5.2 Arrival functions
The arrival function (n;a) determines the rate at which batches are requested when the
network is in state n. This section provides possible choices for the arrival function that
are consistent with kanban production. We will focus on arrival functions as introduced
in Remark 3.3.
If the outside generates requests for nished parts with state independent rate, then
the functions g() of Remark 3.3 or Ψ() of Example 3.4 are reduced to g =  or Ψ = ,
in correspondence with a similar observation in departure rst dynamics, see [8, 14]. The
resulting arrival function is
(n;a) =
(n+ a+)
(n)
(a): (32)
For (n;a) = (a) the network has single server semantics: the rate at which batches
are requested is independent of the network state. This can be modelled using (n) = 1
for all n. As a consequence, steering of the buer contents cannot be achieved using such
arrival function.
For networks operating under kanban protocols, it is desirable to avoid empty buers,
as well as large buer contents. Therefore, the request rate might be increased when
the buer content decreases. A typical choice for the arrival function that avoids a large
buer content is
(n)−1 =
NY
k=1
nk!
resulting in an arrival function
(n+ a+)
(n)
=
24 NY
k=1
akY
j=1
(nk + j)
35−1 (33)
with maximum value 1, which does not avoid empty buers, but makes large buer
contents relatively unlikely.
Large buer contents may be excluded via truncation of (n). To this end, buers
exceeding level U(i) at station i, i = 1; : : : ; N , can be avoided by setting
(n;a) = 1[n(i) + a(i)  U(i); i = 1; : : : ; N ];
which can be modelled via
(n) = 1[n(i)  U(i); i = 1; : : : ; N ]:
The resulting arrival function can also be combined with the arrival function obtained
from (33).
Empty buers can be avoided by further increasing the arrival function for empty
buers. In principle, the arrival function for requests at station i can be increased to 1
when n(i) = 0. However, although the resulting Markov chain can be analysed and has
a linear trac equation, the intricate problem of innite transition rates can be avoided
using the ‘roving for requests protocol’ presented below.
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5.3 Blocking protocols
The rate at which requests are generated is determined by the ‘down-stream’ stage. Fol-
lowing the kanban protocol, it is assumed that, upon request, the stage providing the parts
has completed production to immediately satisfy demand. This implies that a batch must
be in production in each stage. Indeed, due to the assumption that requests are generated
at exponential rate, the time until the next request is exponentially distributed with the
same rate.
5.3.1 Andon-blocking
When a stage cannot satisfy a request (i.e., it does not contain enough items) the pro-
duction line will be blocked. Under kanban production, a worker that cannot continue
production signals to the production manager. In principle, the manager will assist to
solve the problem, and in serious cases the production line is stopped. This is referred to
as the andon-principle. The corresponding blocking protocol was used in [3] and referred
to as andon-blocking. The andon-blocking protocol stops production at all stages but the
stages feeding into a stage that cannot satisfy demand. The resulting transition rates are
q(a;a0;n+ a+) = (n)b(n;a)ra(a;a0)(n+ a+); (34)
where  takes into account the andon-blocking protocol:
(n) =
Y
a2A
1[n  a+];
as it restricts the transition rates to allow only those transitions in which after a request is
generated all stations contain at least one part. The blocking protocol is a generalisation
of a similar protocol for a network with batches of size 1 introduced in [3]. Observe that
the andon protocol requires the set of batches A to be small and bounded. This is a
natural requirement in applications, where requests usually have limited size.
Assume that a non-negative function H exists satisfying (recall (32))
H(n)
X
a02A
(a)ra(a;a0) =
X
a02A
H(n+ a+ − (a0)+)(a0)ra(a0;a); (35)
then the network has a linear trac equation, and the stationary distribution is given by
(n) = C−1(n)H(n):
To illustrate the role of the blocking function , consider the backward local balance
equations (14)
C
X
a02A
n
(n)(n)b(n;a)ra(a;a0)(n+ a+)
−(n+ a+ − (a0)+)(n+ a+ − (a0)+)b(n+ a+ − (a0)+;a0)ra(a0;a)(n+ a+)
o
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=
X
a02A
n
H(n)(n+ a+)(a)ra(a;a0)(n+ a+)
−H(n+ a+ − (a0)+)(n+ a+)(a0)ra(a0;a)(n+ a+)
o
=
X
a02A
n
H(n)(a)ra(a;a0)−H(n+ a+ − (a0)+)(a0)ra(a0;a)
o
(n+ a+)(n+ a+);
due to the blocking function  being a function of n + a+ only. Thus, the trac equa-
tion (35) involving only the state-independent routing function ra(a;a0) is sucient for
invoking Theorem 4.1 to conclude that the network has a linear trac equation.
5.3.2 Spare parts for starved stations
Under andon-blocking as characterised above, the production line is stopped to solve
empty buer problems. Alternatively, when a buer becomes empty requests for parts
might by satised using suitable spare parts, that is, if buer k is empty and station j
requests for parts from buer k then these parts are provided from an outside stock of
spare parts (emergency buer).
Formalising the blocking protocol described above, consider the network with rate for
a transition from state n to state n+ a+ − (a0)+ determined by
q(a;a0;n+a+) =
8>>>><>>>>:
(n;a)ra(a;a0)1[n+ a+ − (a0)+ 2 S] a;a0 6= 0
(n;a)fra(a;0) +Pa00 ra(a;a00)1[n+ a+ − (a00)+ 62 S)g a0 = 0
(n;0)ra(0;a0]
+
P
a00 s(a0;a00)1[n− (a0)+ 2 S; n− (a00)+ 62 S] a = 0
Comparison of these rates with the rates (34) shows that requests for batch a are replen-
ished using spare parts. The total rate of absorption of spare parts isX
a00
ra(a;a00)1[n+ a+ − (a00)+ 62 S]
corresponding to all batches a00 that cannot be delivered by stations of the network. In
compensation, to ll the extra buer of spare parts, at rate
s(a0;a00)1[n− (a0)+ 2 S; n− (a00)+ 62 S]
when requests for batches a00 can be issued that cannot be satised by the buer contents
at the stations, batches a0 are removed from the network to be modied into batches a00
and stored in the emergency buer. This extra rate must be such that the emergency
buer of spare parts is capable of handling requests for spare parts. As a consequence,
s(a0;a00) = h(a00)(a00)ra(a00;a0) (36)
compensating for the mean request rate of batches a00 that cannot be satised by the
network, where it is assumed that h exists such that
h(a0)
h(a)
=
H(n+ a+ − (a0)+)
H(n)
; (37)
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where H solves (35). The compensating rate s is complementary to redial rates introduced
for mobile networks in [5]. It can readily be shown that the conditions (36), (37) are
sucient for the trac equation (23) to have solution H(n). Applying Theorem 4.1
yields the equilibrium distribution (n) = C−1(n)H(n).
5.3.3 Roving for requests
The blocking protocols presented above either stop the production line or introduce an
emergency buer containing spare parts. As an alternative, a request for a batch a that
cannot be satised might be satised using an emergency completion of the required batch
a. This is in correspondence with the kanban protocol, where the manager can assist to
solve production problems. Typically, if batch a is not available in the buers upon
request, using a batch a0 with probability p(a;a0) the batch a is immediately completed,
and the request for the batch a is satised. If the batch a0 is not available, then also this
batch will be completed via an emergency completion. As a consequence, upon request
for batch a, the network starts roving for batches needed to complete a.
Formalising the roving for requests blocking protocol, for a;a0 let
[Ra(m)]a;a0 = ra(a;a0)1[m− a+ 62 S]
be the routing function for a request a that is not available in the buers of the stations,
i.e., the request a is replenished via an emergency completion using the batch a0. Observe
that Ra(m) has rows containing only 0’s for all a such that m − a+ 2 S, i.e., for all
batches that are available in base state m.
Let Ra = [ra(a;a0)] denote the operator containing the routing function. Implement-
ing roving for requests, the rate for a transition from state n to state n+ a+ − (a0)+ is
determined by
q(a;a0;n+ a+) = (n;a)
1X
j=0
[RaRja(n+ a
+)]a;a0
where R0a(m) = I, the identity operator. Observe that these rates coincide with the rates
(31) for all a0 for which n+ a+ − (a0)+ 2 S.
Note that this blocking protocol is similar to the jump over blocking dened for depar-
ture rst networks: whenever there is a transition under which the state of the network
goes out of the state space, the transition jumps over that state and continues the transi-
tion process until the rst moment the process lands in a feasible state. By analogy with
[4, 9] it can be shown that H(n) as dened in (35) also solves the trac equation (23).
Thus, invoking Theorem 4.1 the resulting equilibrium distribution is
(n) = C−1(n)H(n);
and  satises backward group local balance (14).
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